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Abstract

Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (TrIFN) and more gen-
eral linguistic values are obtained by assessments and approximations
given by the experts and being accepted by decision makers, since
it impossible to obtain more accurate value. To simplify the task,
we have proposed the canonical representation of three parameters,
i.e., value, ambiguity and fuzziness for TrIFN in decision making
problem and categorized in to three different models. We found
the solution for, Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy linear system,
Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy non linear system (TrIFNLS) and
Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy linear programming problem (IFLLP)
in the form of canonical representation, where the coefficients are
arbitrary TrIFN. A numerical procedure for calculating a canonical
form of TrIFN representation is proposed. The efficiency of the
proposed method is proved through numerical examples.
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1 Introduction

When we are collecting data from various fields, the data are either
insufficient or uncertain in numerical quantities and it is too difficult to
make decisions based on the data. In past several years a lot of practical
difficulties are a rised when applying these data in to classical optimization
models for formulating and solving real world problems. The intuitionistic
fuzzy numbers are found to be the best tool for solving these types of issues in
various situations. We have proposed the application of intuitionistic fuzzy
numbers in decision making. The values, ambiguities and fuzziness of the
membership degree and non-membership degree for trapezoidal intuitionstic
fuzzy number have been defined along with value-index and ambiguity-index.

Fuzzy set was at first introduced by Zadeh in 1975 [5]. Atanassov has
introduced intuitionstic fuzzy set by combining the non-membership degree
with fuzzy set in 1978 [1, 2, 3]. The intuitionstic fuzzy set is more generalized
form of fuzzy set, as it is very clear and easy to interpretate. A lot of authors
have introduced linguistic variables to gather information from the uncertain
numbers. M. Delgoda, M.A. Vila & W. Voxman have proposed the canonical
form of value and ambiguity [6]. To strengthen the above statements, M.
Delgoda et al. have introduced the fuzziness as the third parameter in
canonical representation and found that the Trapezoidal or Quasi Trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers are similar in their fundamental characteristics. Ch-Ch
and Chou have introduced multiplication operation for fuzzy number and
explained the arithmetic operations for inverse functions by using the
extension principle [7]. Hassan Mishmast Nehi, Hamidreza Malik &
Mashaalah Mashinch have solved fuzzy linear system and fuzzy linear
programming problem by using symmetric trapezoidal (triangular) fuzzy
number in canonical representation [8]. Deng yong and ShenCheng have
proposed that complicated arithmetic operations are more useful than simple
arithmetic operations to judge many authors formulated linguistic varaible
for gather the information from uncertainty numbers [10].

G.S. Mahapatra and T.K. Roy have defined arithmetic operations for
trapezoidal and triangular intuitionistic fuzzy number by using extension
principle and explained starting failure for automobile system along with
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its each component with suitable examples [11]. Hassan Mishmast Nehi
et al have proved some operations for TrIFN and defined the intuitionistic
fuzzy optimization problem by application of the membership and non-
membership functions [12]. V. Lakshmana Gomathi and S. Jeevaraj Geetha
Sivaraman have given the complete ordering on the entire class of IFN by
using the definitions of upper and lower dense sequence [13]. Amitkumar and
Manjotkaur have propsed a new ranking principle for IFN, by addressing
the limitations in existing ranking principle and arrived at the optimal
solution for unbalanced MCF problems [14]. Adrian I. Ban and Delia
A. Tuse have transformed the interval valued TrIFN and interval valued
triangular IFN into TrIFN and triangular IFN respectively and applied the
results in multicriteria decision making problems [15]. P. Jeyagowri and G.
GeethaRamani have used TrIFN in network flow problem [16]. P.K. De and
Debaroti have defined the value and ambiguity index of TrIFN [17]. Debaroti
and P.K. De have developed the ranking principle for TrIFN based on value
and ambiguity index and applied to Multi attribute group decision making
problems [18]. Luca Anzilli and Gisella Facchietti have defined the ambiguity
of non normal and non convex fuzzy membership functions and investigated
the relationship between value and ambiguity [20]. M. Adabitabarfirozja
and Z. Eslampia have found the nearest triangular approximations of fuzzy
numbers by defining the value and ambiguity functions by using least square
approach and reduced the complexity in computation [21]. Xiang-Tian
Zeng et al have developed a value and ambiguity based ranking method
for TrIFN and applied to Multi attribute decision making problems with the
help of alpha cut [23]. Rituparna Chutia and Bijit Chutia have proposed
a parametric form of fuzzy number and developed a method for ranking
by using value and ambiguity at different decision levels [25]. A. Shabani
and E. Baloui Jamkhaneh have introduced a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy
number and proposed their properties by using alpha & beta cut [26].
K. Arun Prakash et al. have ranked both TrIFN and TriIFN by using
centroid concept and analysed some of the ranking functions [28]. Thangaraj
Beaula and M. Priyadharsini have given the ranking principle for TiIFN by
using value and ambiguity and applied it to transportation problem [28].
Salim Rezvani has proposed the values and ambiguities of the membership
degree and non-membership degree for TrIFN [29]. Deng-Feng Li Liang
J. Yang have developed a method for ranking by defining the value index
and ambiguity index based on the value and ambiguity of the membership
and non membership functions, and have developed a difference-index based
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ranking method and applied to MADM problem. Debaroti Das and P.K.
De have proposed a ranking principle by using distance measure and the
interval numbers which are based on Lp metric measures and then value
and ambiguity have been defined for these intervals [30]. Sankar Prasad
Monda and Tapon Kumar Roy have converted the System of differential
equation of first order into TrIFN Model, classified it into two categories i.e
(i) Coefficient of Positive Crisp Number (ii) Coefficient of Negative Crisp
Number and developed a ranking principle. By using the above ranking
principle they have given solution to Arm Race Model problem [31]. Parvathy
Rangaswamy has added up the membership and non membership values in
objective function and by using this sum she has given a solution to LPP [33].
Raj Kumar and Madhumangal Pal have given a solution for fuzzy coefficient
Linear equation by using ChebyChev approximation [34]. Sanhita Banerjee
and Tapan Kumar have converted the linear equation into right hand side
generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number and found the weak & strong solution
[32]. Anil Kumar Nishad and S.R. Sing have converted the multi objective
LPP into an interval form [36].

Solved the objective function and formed the Computational algorithms
by using the concept of feasibility degree. The distinct feature of this article
is making the calculation easy and simple to representthe canonical form of
Arbitrary TrIPN. The information from TrIFN are almost similar to that of
the original number. The canonical representation of TrIFN could be used
for both the symmetric and non symmetricTrIFN These TrIFN convey the
same value, ambiguity and Fuzzines of the original number but considerably
easier to work.

This article is organized in to these following sections. Section:2- Basic
definitions and notations of this article. Section:3- A new definition has
been proposed for three parameters viz value, ambiguity & fuzziness through
canonical representation for TrIFN. Section:4- This section analyzes the
possibility of constructing canonical representation for TrIFN. Section:5- This
section illustrates with example as how to use these three parameters of
canonical representation form in TrIFN in mathematical model and arrive
solutions for decision making.
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2 Basic Definitions

In this section, we include some basic definition and arithimetic operation of
TrIFNs and interval.

Definition 2.1. Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS)[1, 2, 3]
Let X denote a universe of discourse then an IFS ÃI in X is given by a set
of ordered triplet as follows.

ÃI = {< x, µÃI (x), νÃI (x) >: x ∈ X} where µÃI (x), νÃI (x) : X → [0, 1]
are function such that 0 ≤ µÃI (x) + νÃI (x) ≤ 1, ∀ x ∈ X for each
x, µÃI (x), νÃI (x) represent the degree of membership and non membership
respectively. Again the function πÃI (x) = 1−µÃI (x)−νÃI (x) is called “degree
of hesitation” of the element in the set A.

Note: If πÃI (x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ X then IFS reduce to FS.

Definition 2.2. Intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN)[1, 2, 3]
An IFN ÃN is an intuitionistic fuzzy subset of the real line

[(i)] Normal, i.e., there is any x0 ∈ R such that µÃI = 1 νÃI (x0) = 0.

[(i)] convex for the membership function µÃI (x) i.e.,

µÃI (λx1 + (1 − λ)x2) ≥ min{µÃI (x1), µÃI (x2)} for every x1, x2 ∈ R,
λ ∈ [0, 1].

[(i)] concave for the non membership function νÃI (x) i.e.,

νÃI (λx1 + (1 − λ)x2) ≤ max{νÃI (x1), νÃI (x2)} for every x1, x2 ∈ R,
λ ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 2.3. [1, 2, 3]
Let X be a non empty set ÃI , and B̃I are two IFS in X is given by ÃI =
{< x, µÃI (x), νÃI (x) >: x ∈ X} and B̃I = {< x, µB̃I (x), νB̃I (x) >: x ∈ X}
respectively. then the following properties hold:

[(i)] ÃI ⊂ B̃I if and only if µÃI (x) ≤ µB̃I (x) and νÃI (x) ≥ νB̃I (x) ∀ x ∈ X.

[(i)] ÃI ∩ B̃I =< x, µÃI (x) ∧ µB̃I (x), νÃI (x) ∨ µB̃I (x) >;x ∈ X}
i.e., = {< x,min{µÃI (x), µB̃I (x)},

max{νÃI (x), νB̃I (x)} >;x ∈ X},
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[(i)] ÃI ∪ B̃I = {< x, µÃI (x) ∨ µB̃I (x), νÃI (x) ∧ νB̃I (x) >;x ∈ X}
= {< x,max{µÃI (x), µB̃I (x)},min{νÃI (x), νB̃I (x)} >;x ∈

X}.

Definition 2.4. Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number
An TrIFN of the form ÃN = {(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)} is said to be TrIFN
if its membership and non-membership function respectively are defined as
follows.

µÃN (x) =


x−a1+α

α
if a1 − α < x < a1

1 if a1 < x < a2
β−x+a2

β
if a2 < x < a2 + β

0 otherwise

and

νÃN (x) =


b1−x
α′ if b1 − α′ < x < b1

0 if b1 < x < b2
x−b2
β′ if b2 < x < b2 + β′

1 otherwise

Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number as depicted in Fig. 1.

b1 a1 a2 b2

b 1
-α

′

a
1
-α

a
2
+
β

2
+
β
′

Figure 1:
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b1 − α′ ≤ a1 − α ≤ b1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ b2 ≤ a2 + β ≤ b2 + β′

It is denoted by TrIFN(ÃN) = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α
′, β′)〉

Note: Here µÃN (x) increase with constant rate for x ∈ [a1 − α, a1] and
decrease with constant rate for x ∈ [a2, a2 + β] but νÃN (x) decrease with
constant rate for x ∈ [b1 − α′, b1] and increase with constant rate for
x ∈ [b2, b2 + β′].

Let ÃN(x) = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α
′, β′)〉 be a Trapezoidal intuitionistic

fuzzy number. Then following cases are aries.

(i) If a1 = a2, b1 = b2 then ÃN(x) represent a Triangular intuitionistic
fuzzy number (TIFN)

(ii) If a1 = a2 = b1 = b2 = m then ÃN(x) represent a real number m.

Arithmetic operation on Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number

Let ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α
′, β′)〉 and B̃N = 〈(a3, a4,∆, ψ)(b3, b4,∆

′, ψ′)〉
represent two TrIFN, then addition, subtraction, scalar multiplication are
defined as follows

[(i)] ÃN+B̃N = 〈(a1+a3, a2+a4, α+∆, β+ψ)(b1+b3, b2+b4, α
′+∆′, β′+ψ′)〉

[(i)] ÃN−B̃N = 〈(a1−ψ, a2−∆, α−a4, β−a3)(b1−ψ′, b2−∆′, α′−a4, β′−a3)〉

[(i)] for any real K,

KÃN = 〈(Ka1, Ka2, Kα,Kβ)(Kb1, Kb2, Kα
′, Kβ′)〉if K ≥ 0

= 〈(Kβ,Kα,Ka2, Ka1)(Kβ′, Kα′, Kb2, Kb1)〉if K < 0

Definition 2.5. (r, s)-cut of a trapezoidal IFS
ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 is a set of all x, whose degree of
membership is greater than or equal to r and degree of non-membership is
less than or equal to s.
i.e., ÃI(r, s) = {x : µÃI (x) ≥ r, νÃI (x) ≤ s, r + s ≤ 1x ∈ X}

Let ÃNL = max{a1+α(r−1), a2+β(1−r)} and ÃNU = min{b1−βα′, ββ′+
b2}
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1 2 3 4

b 2
+
β
′

a
2
+
β

a
1
-α b1 a1 a2 b2

b 1
-α

′

1) (b1-α
′)ls 2) (a1-α)

l
r 3) (a2+β)ur 4) (b2+β)us

Figure 2: (r, s)-cut for TrIFN

Then (r, s)-cut of the trapezoidal can be reduced into interval form
ÃN(r, s) as [ÃNL , Ã

N
U ] where ÃNL and ÃNU are respectively lower and upper

of the interval.

3 Value, Ambiguity and Fuzziness

Definition 3.1.
Let ÃN be a TrIFN with (r, s)-cut representing (LÃN , RÃN ) with respect to
the uniform reducting function value ÃN , (Vµ(ÃN), Vν(Ã

N)), ambiguity of
ÃN , (Aµ(ÃN), Aν(Ã

N)) and fuzziness of ÃN , (Fµ(ÃN), Fν(Ã
N)) defined as

follows.

[(i)] Vµ(ÃN) =
∫ 1

0
[LÃN (r) +RÃN (r)]f(r)dr

Vν(Ã
N) =

∫ 1

0
[LÃN (s) +RÃN (s)]f(s)ds

[(i)] Aµ(ÃN) =
∫ 1

0
[RÃN (r)− LÃN (r)]f(r)dr

Aν(Ã
N) =

∫ 1

0
[RÃN (s)− LÃN (s)]f(s)ds

[(i)] Fµ(ÃN) =
∫ 1/2

0
[RÃN (r)−LÃN (r)]f(r)dr+

∫ 1

1/2
[LÃN (r)−RÃN (r)]f(r)dr

Fν(Ã
N) =

∫ 1/2

0
[RÃN (s)−LÃN (s)]f(s)ds+

∫ 1

1/2
[LÃN (s)−RÃN (s)]f(s)ds
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Proposition 3.1.
The value of the degree of membership and non-membership of Trapezoidal
fuzzy number ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 are defined follows
(i) Vµ(ÃN) = (a1 + a2) + 1

2
(β − α), (ii) Vν(Ã

N) = (b1 + b2) + 1
2
(β′ − α′)

Proposition 3.2.
Let ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 and
B̃N = 〈(a3, a4,∆, ψ)(b3, b4,∆

′, ψ′)〉 be TrIFNs then
(i) Vµ(ÃN + B̃N) = Vµ(ÃN)+Vµ(B̃N), (ii) Vν(Ã

N + B̃N) = Vν(Ã
N)+Vν(B̃

N)

Proposition 3.3.
Let ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 and
B̃N = 〈(a3, a4,∆, ψ)(b3, b4,∆

′, ψ′)〉 be two TrIFN if
a1 − α > a4 + β, b1 − α′ > b2 + β′ then ÃN > B̃N (for value)

Proposition 3.4.
Let ÃN , B̃N and C̃N be the three TrIFN if ÃN > B̃N then ÃN + C̃N >
B̃N + C̃N

Proposition 3.5.
Let ÃN be a TrIFN then for any λ ∈ R+ then
(i) Vµ(λÃN) = λVµ(ÃN), (ii) Vν(λÃ

N) = λVν(Ã
N)

Proposition 3.6.
Let ÃN and B̃N be two TrIFNs, λ ∈ R+, then following equation is valid
(i) Aµ(ÃN + B̃N) = Aµ(ÃN) + Aµ(B̃N), (ii) Aν(Ã

N + B̃N) = Aν(Ã
N) +

Aν(B̃
N),

(iii) Aµ(λÃN) = λAµ(ÃN), (iv) Aν(λÃ
N) = λAν(Ã

N)

Proposition 3.7.
Let ÃN and B̃N be two TrIFNs.
If a1 − α > a4 + β, b1 − α′ > b2 + β′ then ÃN > B̃N (using ambiguity)

Proposition 3.8.
Let ÃN , B̃N and C̃N be the three TrIFNs if ÃN > B̃N then ÃN + C̃n >
B̃N + C̃N .

Proposition 3.9.
Let ÃN and B̃N be two TrIFNs and λ ∈ R+ then
(i) Fµ(ÃN +B̃N) = Fµ(Ãn)+Fµ(B̃N), (ii) Fν(Ã

N +B̃N) = Fν(Ã
n)+Fν(B̃

N),
(iii) Fµ(λÃN) = λFµ(Ãn), (iv) Fν(λÃ

N) = λFν(Ã
n)
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Proposition 3.10.
Let ÃN and B̃N be two TrIFNs and a1 − α > a4 + β, b1 − α′ > b2 + β′ then
ÃN > B̃N for fuzziness.

Proposition 3.11.
If ÃN , B̃N and C̃N are the three TrIFNs if ÃN > B̃N then ÃN + C̃N >
B̃N + C̃N

Definition 3.2.
Let ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 be a TrIFN. A value, ambiguity and
fuzziness for ÃN are defined as

[(i)] Vλ(Ã
N) = λVµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Vν(Ã

N)

[(i)] Aλ(Ã
N) = λAµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Aν(Ã

N)

[(i)] Fλ(Ã
N) = λFµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Fν(Ã

N)

respectively where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a weight represent the decision makers pre
fence information.

λ ∈ [0.5, 1] shows that the decision makers prefers certainty or positive
feeling λ = 0.5 shows that decision makers is in different between positive
and negative feeling

The value of index and the ambiguity, fuzziness may reflect the decision
makers subjectivite attitude to the TrIFN.

Remarks 3.1.
It is easily derived from the equation by definiation. of Index for value,
ambiguity and fuzziness that

[(i)] V (ÃN , λ) = λVµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Vν(Ã
N)

[(i)] A(ÃN , λ) = λVµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Aν(Ã
N)

[(i)] F (ÃN , λ) = λFµ(ÃN) + (1− λ)Fν(Ã
N)

Proposition 3.12.
Let ÃN and B̃N be two TrIFN then for any λ ∈ [0, 1].

[(i)] V (ÃN + B̃N , λ) = Vλ(Ã
N) + Vλ(B̃

N)

[(i)] A(ÃN + B̃N , λ) = Aλ(Ã
N) + Aλ(B̃

N)
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[(i)] F (ÃN + B̃N , λ) = Fλ(Ã
N) + Fλ(B̃

N)

Proposition 3.13.
V (ÃN , λ), A(ÃN , λ) and F (ÃN , λ) are continuous increasing and decreasing
function of the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1].

4 Canonical Representation of a Trapezoidal

Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number

Delgado et al. [9]. Introduced three parameters value, ambiguity and
fuzziness for TrIFN in order to capture the similar data TrIFN defined
magnitude. This type of parameter where defined as follows.

A function S : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] which is said to be a reducing function, if S
is increasing S(0) = 0 and S(1) = 1 the simplest and most natural reducing
function is the uniform S(r) = r [9].

Let ÃN be a TrIFN with (r, s)-cut representation (LÃN (r), RÃN (r)) with
respect to uniform reducing function value ÃN , V (ÃN), ambiguity of ÃN ,
A(ÃN) and fuzziness of ÃN , F (ÃN).

V (ÃN) may be seen as a central value which represent the value TrIFN.
A(ÃN) the global spreed of the membership and non-membership of ÃN .

The measure of the vagueness of ÃN and F (ÃN) the global difference between
ÃN and ÃNC the complement of ÃN .

For Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number
ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α

′, β′)〉 we have
Vµ(ÃN) = (a1 + a2) + 1

2
(β − α), Vν(Ã

N) = (b1 + b2) + 1
2
(β′ − α′)

Aµ(ÃN) = (a2 − a1) + 1
2
(β + α), Aν(Ã

N) = (b2 − b1) + 1
2
(β′ + α′)

Fµ(ÃN) = 1
4
(β + α), Fν(Ã

N) = 1
4
(β′ + α′)

Also for symmetric trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number
ÃN = (a1, a2, d)(b1, b2, d

′)
for value
We have Vµ = a1 + a2 = m (say) [∵ a1 + a2 = m, b1 + b2 = m]
Vν = b1 + b2
For ambiguity
Aµ = a2 − a1 + d

2
= c+ d

2
[∵ a2 − a1 = c]

Aν = b2 − b1 + d′

2

for fuzziness
Fµ = d

4
; Fν = d′

4
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Now we are given TrIFN ÃN with parameter Vµ(ÃN), Vν(Ã
N), Aµ(ÃN),

Aν(Ã
N), Fµ(ÃN), Fν(Ã

N) then from the above result, we can construct a
symmetric trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number is T̃N such that

Vµ(T̃N) = Vµ(ÃN) Aµ(T̃N) = Aµ(ÃN)

Vν(T̃
N) = Vν(Ã

N) Aν(T̃
N) = Aν(Ã

N)

Fγ(T̃
N) = Fγ(Ã

N) Fγ(T̃
N) = Fγ(Ã

N)

provided (for membership)

a2 =
Vµ(T̃N) + Aµ(T̃N)− 2Fµ(T̃N)

2

a1 =
Vµ(T̃N)− Aµ(T̃N) + 2Fµ(T̃N)

2
d = 4Fµ(T̃N)

for non-membership

b1 =
Vν(T̃

N)− Aν(T̃N) + 2Fν(T̃
N)

2

b2 =
Vν(T̃

N) + Aν(T̃
N)− 2Fν(T̃

N)

2
d′ = 4Fν(T̃

N)

and a1 + a2 − d
4
≥ 0 and b1 + b2 − d′

4
≥ 0.

Example 4.1.
For trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number (TrIFN)

T̃N = (T̃NM1, T̃
NM2, T̃

NM3, T̃
NM4)(T̃

NNM1, T̃
NNM2, T̃

NNM3, T̃
NNM4)

and S(r) = r it is easy to show that

[(i)] Vµ(T̃N) = (T̃NM1 + T̃NM2) + 1
2
(T̃NM4 − T̃NM3)

Vν(T̃
N) = (T̃NNM2 + T̃NNM1) + 1

2
(T̃NNM4 − T̃NNM3)

[(i)] Aµ(T̃N) = (T̃NM2 − T̃NM1) + 1
2
(T̃NM4 + T̃NM3)

Aν(T̃
N) = (T̃NNM2 − T̃NNM1) + 1

2
(T̃NNM4 + T̃NNM3)
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[(i)] Fµ(T̃N) = 1
4
(T̃NM3 + T̃NM4)

Fν(T̃
N) = 1

4
[T̃NNM3 + T̃NNM4]

Take into cases that TM4−TM3 and TM2−TM1 are right and left width of
T̃N (membership), (TNM4 − TNM3) and (TNM2 − TNM1) are right and
left width of T̃N (non-membership) of T̃N respectively.

We can give a Geometric interpretation two value when T̃N is symmetric
then T̃NM4 − T̃NM3 = d1, T̃

NM2 − T̃NM1 = d1,
T̃NNM4 − T̃NNM3 = T̃NNM2 − T̃NNM1 = d2.
Vµ(T̃N) = T̃NM1 + T̃NM2, Vν(T̃

N) = T̃NNM1 + T̃NNM2

Aµ(T̃N) = (T̃NM2 − T̃NM1) + d1, Aν(T̃
N) = (T̃NNM2 − T̃NNM1) + d2

Fµ(T̃N) = d1
2

, Fν(T̃
N) = d2

2

Since V1 = T̃NM1 + T̃NM2; V2 = T̃NNM1 + T̃NNM2

C1 = T̃NM2 − T̃NM1; C2 = T̃NNM2 − T̃NNM1

are respectively, the centre (midle point) and half of length of the modal
interval of (C1, C2 may be considered as the width of this modal interval).
The Geometric interpretation in now evident.

T̃
N N
M

3

T̃
N N
M

1

T̃
N N
M

4

T̃
N N
M

2

T̃
N M

3

T̃
N M

1

T̃
N M

2

T̃
N M

4

Figure 3:

Several particular cases are of interest.
E1 : T̃N is crisp interval.
i.e., T̃NM2 = T̃NM4 and T̃NM1 = T̃NM3

and T̃NNM2 = T̃NNM4 and T̃NNM1 = T̃NNM3

Obviously d1 = d2 = 0 and hence
Vµ(T̃N) = T̃NM1 + T̃NM2

13
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Vν(T̃
N) = T̃NNM1 + T̃NNM2

Aµ(T̃N) = T̃NM2 − T̃NM1

Aν(T̃
N) = T̃NNM2 − T̃NNM1

Fµ(T̃N) = 0
Fν(T̃

N) = 0
Thus the value is the center of the interval, where as the ambiguity is equal

to difference of the two point. Although one might considered ambiguity of the
interval to be measured by it is difference. Our result is more in consonace
with the idea of vageness. Since its establishes the maximal deviation of a
possible value and non possible value with respect to the difference.

Here fuzziness value of possible and non possible are zero.

Example 4.2.
Let T̃N = 〈(T̃NM1, T̃

NM2, T̃
NM3, T̃

NM4)(T̃
NNM1, T̃

NNM2, T̃
NNM3, T̃

NNM4)〉
be a symmetric trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number and suppose that its
define parameter are written as

T̃NM1 = m1 − c1; T̃NM2 = m1 + c1; T̃NM3 = m1 − c1 − d;
T̃NM4 = m1 − c1 + d1; and T̃NNM1 = m2 − c1; T̃NNM2 = m2 + c2;
T̃NNM3 = m2− c2−d2 and T̃NNM4 = m2− c2 +d2 and S(r) = r again.
It is easy to see that Fµ(T ) = d1

4
, Fν(T ) = d2

4
and now the Geometric

interpretation of this value quite different from obtain above for value
ambiguity and fuzziness.

Note that for any two trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number ÃN , B̃N and
any real number K, we have

V (KÃN + B̃N) = KV (ÃN) + V (B̃N) (1)

A(KÃN + B̃N) = |K|A(ÃN) + A(B̃N) (2)

F (KÃN + B̃N) = |K|F (ÃN) + F (B̃N) (3)

We compare two Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number into following
steps.

[1)] Compare V (ÃN) and V (B̃N). If they are equal, then go to the next
step. Otherwise rank ÃN and rank B̃N according to the relative
position V (ÃN) and V (B̃N).

[1)] Compare A(ÃN) and A(B̃N). If they are equal, then go to the next step.
Otherwise rank ÃN and rank B̃N according to the relative position of
A(ÃN) and A(B̃N).

14
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[1)] Compare F (ÃN) and F (B̃N). If they are equal, then conclude that
ÃN and B̃N are equal. Otherwise rank ÃN , rank B̃N according to the
relative position of F (ÃN) and F (B̃N).

Note that we say ÃN = B̃N if and only if

V (ÃN) = V (B̃N), A(ÃN) = A(B̃N), F (ÃN) = F (B̃N) (4)

5 Numerical Example Intuitionistic Fuzzy

Models

5.1 A Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Linear System
(TrIFNFLS)

In this section we will explain about TrIFNFLS. We define TrIFN vector
solution propose a procedure for calculating it.
System of of linear models
A trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy Linear System

n∑
j=1

aij ỹ
N
j = b̃Ni for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (5)

where A = [aij], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n is a coefficient matrix of crisp n×n trapezoidal
intuitionistic fuzzy matrix and b̃N = [b̃Ni ], 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a n × 1 vector of
TrIFN. This is called Trapezoidal intuitionistic Fuzzy Linear System.

A vector of TrIFN Ỹ N = (ỹN1 , ỹ
N
2 , . . . ỹ

N
n )t is called a TrIFN solution (5),

if it is satisfied (5).
In this method, we shall obtain canonical symmetrical Trapezoidal

intuitionistic Fuzzy number represent for this solution Now,
Let Ỹ N be a solution for (5), then by (4) for i = 1, 2, . . . n we have

V

[
n∑
j=1

aij ỹ
N
j

]
= V [b̃Ni ], A

[
n∑
j=1

aij ỹ
N
j

]
= A[b̃Ni ] and F

[
n∑
j=1

aij ỹ
N
j

]
= F [b̃Ni ]

From (1), (2) and (3) implies

n∑
j=1

aijV (ỹNj ) = V (b̃Ni ),
n∑
j=1

|aij|A(ỹNj ) = A(b̃Ni ) and
n∑
j=1

|aij|F (ỹNj ) = F (b̃Ni )

15
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Let X̃N = (x̃N1 , x̃
N
2 , . . . , x̃

N
n ) be a canonical symmetrical trapezoidal IFN

representation. Hence for finding this representation, we solve the following
crisp linear system. ∑n

j=1 aijV (x̃Nij ) = V (b̃Ni )∑n
j=1 |aij|A(x̃Nj ) = A(b̃Ni )∑n
j=1 |aij|F (x̃Nj ) = F (b̃Ni )

 (6)

V (x̃Nj ), A(x̃Nj ), F (x̃Nj ) ≥ 0 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
After finding V (x̃Nj ), A(x̃Nj ) and F (x̃Nj ) if membership for an non

membership

a2 =
Vµ(T̃Ni )+Aµ(T̃Ni )−2Fµ(T̃Ni )

2
, a1 =

Vµ(T̃Ni )−Aµ(T̃Ni )+2Fµ(T̃Ni )

2

b1 =
Vν(T̃Ni )−Aν(T̃Ni )+2Fν(T̃Ni )

2
, b2 =

Vν(T̃Ni )+Aν(T̃Ni )−2Fν(T̃Ni )

2

d = 4Fµ(T̃Ni ), d′ = 4Fν(T̃
N
i )

and a1 + a2 − d
4
≥ 0, b1 + b2 − d′

4
≥ 0 ∀ i, then we can find a symmetrical

trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number ÃN = 〈(a1, a2, α, β)(b1, b2, α
′, β′)〉

otherwise
i.e., a1 + a2 − d

4
< 0, b1 + b2 − d′

4
< 0 for some i

Some example are given here to show the applicability of canonical
representation TrIFN

Example 5.1.
Considered 2× 2 Linear TrIFN
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = (35, 50, 10, 17)(35, 50, 15, 25)
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = (37, 48, 10, 17)(37, 48, 15, 23)
Calculate the value type
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 88.5
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 89.5
(for membership)
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 89
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 89
(for non-membership)
Vµ(x̃N1 ) = 7.7, Vµ(x̃N2 ) = 11.54
Vν(x̃

N
1 ) = 7.7, Vν(x̃

N
2 ) = 11.6

Calculate the ambiguity type
problem convert to ambiguity type
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 28.5

16
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7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 24.5
(for membership)
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 34
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 30
(for non-membership)
then solution of these case
Aµ(x̃N1 ) = 1.6, Aµ(x̃N2 ) = 4.4
Aν(x̃

N
1 ) = 2.08, Aν(x̃

N
2 ) = 5.13

Calculate the fuzziness type
The given problem convert to fuzziness case
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 6.75
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 6.75
(for membership)
4x̃N1 + 5x̃N2 = 9.5
7x̃N1 + 3x̃N2 = 9.5
(for non-membership)
then solution of the above problem
Fµ(x̃N1 ) = 0.59, Fµ(x̃N2 ) = 0.88
Fν(x̃

N
1 ) = 0.3, Fν(x̃

N
2 ) = 1.239

by simple calculation (for canonical representation)

a
(1)
1 = 3.64 a

(1)
2 = 4.06 d

(1)
1 = 2.36

a
(2)
1 = 4.45 a

(2)
2 = 7.09 d

(2)
1 = 3.5 (for membership)

b
(1)
1 = 3.64 b

(1)
2 = 4.06 d

(1)
1 = 3.32

b
(2)
1 = 4.474 b

(2)
2 = 7.126 d

(2)
1 = 4.956

x̃N1 = (5.09, 2.61, 2.36, 2.36)(8.64, 4.06, 3.32, 3.32)
x̃N2 = (3.25, 8.29, 3.52, 3.52)(4.474, 7.126, 4.956, 4.956)
are the canonical trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number solution.

5.2 A Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Linear pro-
gramming Problem with TrIFN Variables

In this section, we work out a method for solving linear programming problem
with TrIFN variables
LPP model
Consider

Min z̃N = Cx̃N s.t Ax̃N = b̃N , x̃N ≥ 0 (7)

17
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where Ct ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rm×n, b̃N ∈ (F (R))m and x̃N ∈ (F (R))n is called an
linear programming problem with Trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number
variables.
if x̃N is a TrIFN solution to (4) if and only if
if x̃N satisifies the constrains (4). A TrIFN feasible solution x̃N∗ is called to
be TrIFN optimal solution (4).

If Cz̃N∗ ≤ Cx̃N for all belonging to the set of all TrIFN feasible solution
of (4).

Discuss in algorithm section 4 we solve (4) as

Min z =
n∑
j=1

cjVµ(x̃Nj ) +
n∑
j=1

|cij|Aµ(x̃Nj ) +
n∑
j=1

|cij|Fµ(x̃Nj )

+
n∑
j=1

cjVν(x̃
N
j ) +

n∑
j=1

|cij|Aν(x̃Nj ) +
n∑
j=1

|cij|Fν(x̃Nj )

subject to

n∑
j=1

aijVµ(x̃Nj ) = Vµ(b̃Nj )

n∑
j=1

aijAµ(x̃Nj ) = Aµ(b̃Nj )

n∑
j=1

aijFµ(x̃Nj ) = Fµ(b̃Nj )

n∑
j=1

aijVν(x̃
N) = Vν(b̃

N)

n∑
j=1

aijAν(x̃
N) = Aν(b̃

N) (8)

n∑
j=1

aijFν(x̃
N) = Fν(b̃

N)

Vµ(x̃Nj ), Aµ(x̃Nj ), Fµ(x̃Nj ), Vν(x̃
N
j ), Aν(x̃

N
j ), Fν(x̃

N
j ) ≥ 0

18
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this crisp linear programming problem with 3m + n constrain and 4n
variables, but many of element of the constraints matrix are zero. After
obtaining the optimal solution (8) if for some j.

We have a1+a2− d
4
≥ 0, b1+b2− d′

4
≥ 0 then we find canonical symmetrical

trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number representation for xj but for some xj
we have a1 + a2 − d

4
≤ 0, b1 + b2 − d′

4
≤ 0. the we can find a canonical

symmetric quasi trapezoidal representation for x̃Nj as defined.
Some example are represented here to show that applicability of the

canonical representation for TrIFN.

Min Z = 2.5Vµ(x̃N1 ) + 2.5Aµ(x̃N1 ) + 2.5Fµ(x̃N1 )

+ 2.5Vν(x̃
N
1 ) + 2.5Aν(x̃

N
1 ) + 2.5Fν(x̃

N
1 )

+ 3Vµ(x̃N2 ) + 3Aµ(x̃N2 ) + 3Fµ(x̃N2 )

+ 3Vν(x̃
N
2 ) + 3Aν(x̃

N
2 ) + 3Fν(x̃

N
2 )

s.to
7Vµ(x̃N1 ) + 3Vµ(x̃N2 ) = 45.5
7Vν(x̃

N
1 ) + 3Vν(x̃

N
2 ) = 46.5

7Aµ(x̃N1 ) + 3Aµ(x̃N2 ) = 4.5
7Aν(x̃

N
1 ) + 3Aν(x̃

N
2 ) = 4.5

7Fµ(x̃N1 ) + 3Fµ(x̃N2 ) = 1.25
7Fν(x̃

N
1 ) + 3Fν(x̃

N
2 ) = 1.25

3Vµ(x̃N1 ) + 8Vµ(x̃N2 ) = 67.5
3Vν(x̃

N
1 ) + 8Vν(x̃

N
2 ) = 68.5

3Aµ(x̃N1 ) + 8Aµ(x̃N2 ) = 4.5
3Aν(x̃

N
1 ) + 8Aν(x̃

N
2 ) = 4.5

3Fµ(x̃N1 ) + 8Fµ(x̃N2 ) = 1.25
3Fν(x̃

N
1 ) + 8Fν(x̃

N
2 ) = 1.25

Vµ(x̃N1 ), Vµ(x̃N2 ), Vν(x̃
N
1 ), Vν(x̃

N
2 ), Aµ(x̃N1 ), Aµ(x̃N2 ), Aν(x̃

N
1 ), Aν(x̃

N
2 ), Fµ(x̃N1 ),

Fµ(x̃N2 ), Fν(x̃
N
1 ), Fν(x̃

N
2 ) ≥ 0

Vµ(x̃N1 ) = 12.05, Vµ(x̃N2 ) = 12.96, Vν(x̃
N
1 ) = 2.56, Vν(x̃

N
2 ) = 9.52

Aµ(x̃N1 ) = 0.48, Aµ(x̃N2 ) = 0.38, Aν(x̃
N
1 ) = 0.48, Aν(x̃

N
2 ) = 0.38
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Fµ(x̃N1 ) = 0.13, Fµ(x̃N2 ) = 0.11, Fν(x̃
N
1 ) = 0.13, Fν(x̃

N
2 ) = 0.11

by simple calcution

a
(1)
1 = 5.915, a

(1)
2 = 12.27, d

(1)
µ = 0.52, b

(1)
1 = 1.17

b
(1)
2 = 1.39, d

′(1)
µ = 0.15, a

(2)
1 = 6.4, a

(2)
2 = 6.56

d
(2)
µ = 0.44, b

(2)
1 = 4.68, b

(2)
2 = 4.84, d

′(2)
µ = 0.44

and the solution is z̃N = (33.99, 50.36, 2.57, 2.57)(16.97, 17.65, 1.7, 1.7)
x̃N1 = (5.915, 12.27, 0.52, 0.52)(1.17, 1.39, 0.15, 0.15)
x̃N2 = (6.4, 6.56, 0.44, 0.44)(4.68, 4.85, 0.44, 0.44)

5.3 A Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Non Linear
Equation

Solving system of non-linear is become more essential state analysis and
handling complex problems in many research areas.

Considered the non linear system F (x) = 0 where F : Rn → Rn is a non-
linear mapping. the value of variable x is called solution or root of non-linear
equation.

However some cases, the coefficient of the non linear systems are given as
TrIFN instead of crisp number.

We wish to discuss here ĀNX̄2 + B̄NX̄+ C̄N = D̄N and ĒNX̄3 + F̄NX̄2 +
ḠNX̄ + H̄N + ĨN = 0.

where ĀN , B̃N , C̃N , D̃N , ẼN , F̃N , G̃N , H̃N , ĨN are TrIFN.
TrIFN convert to value, ambiguity and fuzziness problem and get solution

and apply a canonical representation and compare the original solution.

Example 5.2.
Considered the TrIFN non linear equation (quadratic equation) (5, 7, 3, 3)(4, 8, 3, 4)x2+
(6, 8, 2, 3)(5, 9, 2, 3)x = (6, 10, 2, 4)(5, 11, 3, 4)

Solution
Case i
the TrIFN non linear equation convert to value crisp problem

12Vµ(x)2 + 14.5Vµ(x)− 17 = 0 (for membership)

20
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12.5Vν(x)2 + 13.5Vν(x)− 15.5 = 0 (for non-membership)
Solve and get Vµ(x) = 0.7306, Vν(x) = 0.6976

Case ii
the TrIFN non linear equation convert to ambiguity crisp problem

5Aµ(x)2 + 4.5Aµ(x)− 7 = 0 (for membership)
7.5Aν(x)2 + 6.5Aν(x)− 9.5 = 0 (for non-membership)
Solve we get Aµ(x) = 0.8159, Aν(x) = 0.7447

Case iii
the TrIFN non linear equation convert to fuzziness crisp problem

1.5Fµ(x)2 + 1.25Fµ(x)− 1.5 = 0 (for membership)
1.75Fν(x)2 + 1.25Fν(x)− 1.75 = 0 (for non-membership)
Solve and we get Fµ(x) = 0.66, Fν(x) = 0.7047

For simple calculation
a
(1)
1 = 0.7306−0.8159+2(0.66)

2
= 0.6174

a
(1)
2 = 0.7306+0.8159−2(0.66)

2
= 0.1133

d = 2.64
b1 = 0.6976−0.7447+2(0.7047)

2
= 0.68115

b2 = 0.01097
d′ = 2.8188
Solution of the TrIFN non linear (quatric) equation is
x̃N = (0.6174, 0.1133, 2.64, 2.64)(0.6812, 0.011, 2.82, 2.82)

Example 5.3.
Let us considered TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation

(5, 7, 3, 3)(4, 8, 3, 4)x3 + (6, 8, 2, 3)(5, 9, 2, 3)x2 + (6, 10, 2, 4)(5, 11, 3, 4)x−
(2, 4, 1, 1)(3, 5, 1, 1) = 0

Solution to give TrIFN cubic polynimal is
Case i
Given general TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation conver to crisp value

TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation
12Vµ(x)3 + 14.5Vµ(x)2 + 17Vµ(x)− 6 = 0 (for membership)
12.5Vν(x)3 + 13.5Vν(x)2 + 15.5Vν(x)− 8 = 0 (for non-membership)
Vµ(x) = 0.2742, Vν(x) = 0.3629

Case ii
Given general TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation conver to crisp ambiguity

crisp TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation
5Aµ(x)3 + 4.5Aµ(x)2 + 7Aµ(x)− 3 = 0 (for membership)
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7.5Aν(x)3 + 6.5Aν(x)2 + 9.5Aν(x)− 3 = 0 (for non-membership)
Aµ(x) = 0.3317, Aν(x) = 0.2571

Case iii
Given general TrIFN non linear (cubic) equation conver to crisp fuzziness

TrIFN non linear problem
1.5Fµ(x)3 + 1.25Fµ(x)2 + 1.5Fµ(x)− 0.5 = 0 (for membership)
1.75Fν(x)3 + 1.25Fν(x)2 + 1.75Fν(x)− 0.5 = 0 (for non-membership)
Fµ(x) = 0.2596, Fν(x) = 0.238

For simple calculation
a1 = 0.2309 a2 = 0.0434 d = 0.0649
b1 = 0.2867 b2 = 0.0331 d = 0.0586
Solution to TrINF non linear (cubic) equation is
x̃N = (0.0434, 0.2309, 0.07, 0.07)(0.0331, 0.2867, 0.06, 0.06)

6 Conclusion

The distinct feature of this article is making the calculation easy and simple
to represent the canonical form of arbitrary TrIPN. The information from
TrIFNare almost similar to that of the original number. The canonical
representation of TrIFN could be used for both the symmetric and non
symmetric TrIFN These TrIFN convey the same value, ambiguity and
Fuzzines of the original number but considerably easier to work.
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